EXCEL HUSTLER 261
New, big machine performance in a compact size, low price.

EXCEL'S economical new HUSTLER 261 with 60" deck offers unparalleled performance in a compact size with a surprisingly small price tag. Superior engineering also gives the 261 features that keep productivity up and operating costs down.

The infinite maneuverability, plus added performance features like the 60” 3-way deck with floating action and short wheelbase, lets you cut trimming time around any obstacle so operating costs can be reduced significantly. The 261 is the ideal grounds maintenance machine for parks, apartment complexes, condominiums, cemeteries, or anyplace where tight maneuvering is needed.

Designed for year 'round use, the HUSTLER 261 attachments include a 60" 3-way deck, 60" dozer blade, V-blade, utility scoop, edger, rotary broom, tilt-deck trailer, and more...giving the 261 four-season productivity.

Call toll free 1-800-835-3260, or write for the name of your EXCEL distributor and free literature. He'll be glad to set up an EXCEL HUSTLER field demonstration for you.

The choice of the Pros.

Infinite maneuverability...one-hand control.

The HUSTLER'S exclusive dual-hydrostatic drive system and twin lever steering provides independent control of each drive wheel. This counter-rotating capability of the drive wheels permits infinite maneuverability within its own radius to maneuver around any obstacle or contour. Gives one-hand control of speed, forward, reverse, turning and braking. Eliminates steering wheels, linkage, foot pedals, brakes, chains, sprockets and their maintenance. The dual-hydrostatic system operates at lower psi for longer life.
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75 percent green-goods display. The association has agreed to pay the present 25 stockholders $60,000 plus a booth for 75 percent green-goods display. The association will offer the association's foliage to growers. Charles W. Dunn, said that the exposure will offer the association’s foliage display. Some of the world's finest foliage is based in Florida, he said. "These growers need to expand markets and seize every opportunity to develop new ones."

**RESEARCH**

**Study on California’s use of pesticides**

California, the nation's leading agricultural state, is also its leading user of pesticides, reports Security Pacific National Bank in a study, "California Agriculture."

The study shows that in 1979 the state used an estimated 139 million pounds of pesticides, which included more than 118 million pounds used for agricultural purposes.

Vernon M. Crowder, assistant vice president of the bank's research department, says, "California has regulated pesticide usage for more than 40 years." He emphasizes that many of these pesticides are nontoxic, and that the last recorded death from pesticide usage involving an agricultural worker occurred in 1972.

"California growers, says Crowder, also use a variety of "natural" means of control, such as weather, irrigation, crop rotation, natural predators, selection of resistant plant varieties, sex attractants, and the introduction of sterile male pests.

New regulations governing the use of pesticides will increase the costs of the state's agricultural industry. "Ultimately," says Crowder, "the added financial burden would fall on the consumer—either at the checkout stand in the market or on the tax bill." He reports that California growers also are concerned that freedom to use pesticides when needed is essential to the production of reasonably priced, high quality food products.

**CONFERENCE**

**Turfgrass meeting draws huge crowd**

The Ohio Turfgrass Conference and Show, held December 2-4 at the Ohio Center in Columbus, drew a record number of 1,745 people from 34 states. Some 85 show exhibitors, representing fertilizer, seed, and equipment companies, chemical firms, irrigation specialists, and even a computer company, filled all 180 booth spaces.

The keynote speaker at the opening session, Dr. Roger Blackwell, professor of marketing at Ohio State University, spoke on "Changing Consumer Life Styles: Implications for the Turfgrass Industry." The educational program was split into concurrent sessions on golf courses and on professional lawn.

**Continues on page 86**
AT HOLY CROSS, FULL-TIME TRIMMING IS BECOMING A PART-TIME JOB.

Maybe you can't see the difference. But since Holy Cross Cemetery added EMBARK plant growth regulator to its seasonal work force, they're doing 50 percent less trimming.

What started as a test is now a full fledged turf maintenance tool for Larry Farrell, superintendent of this 160-acre cemetery.

"By spraying EMBARK PGR on fast-growing grass around raised monuments, crews only trim 4 or 5 times a season," says Larry. "That's down from the usual 8 or 10 trips."

For Holy Cross a 50 percent drop in trimming means better use of part-time labor. Because if crews aren't cutting around markers, they're busy mowing or doing other cemetery maintenance jobs.

With EMBARK PGR; you spray whenever grass is actively growing. Spring, summer or fall.

Ask your local distributor for EMBARK plant growth regulator. Make full-time trimming a part-time job.

Agricultural Products/3M
223-6SE 3M Center
St. Paul, MN 55144

3M HEARS YOU

EMBARK®
Plant Growth Regulator

EMBARK is a registered trademark of 3M
TWO GREAT GAMES
ONE GREAT GRASS

Super Bowl XIV and the Rose Bowl classic were the great games. The turf? That was Derby Turf-type perennial ryegrass.

Derby was selected by George Toma, the man responsible for the Super Bowl XIV turf and Gus Huntly, turf manager for the Rose Bowl game, because of the special requirements for these special games.

Toma and Huntly wanted a fast-germinating, dark-green, handsome grass as well as one tough enough to take a pounding and still look great for the television cameras.

And Derby did it all. Of course, it will do more. It mows beautifully and thrives when cut at 1 1/2 inches or at 3/16 inch on golf greens. In Southern areas it’s a top choice for winter overseeding of golf greens.

Derby is also a great mixer, combining with the fine fescues and bluegrasses to form an outstanding turf.

HERE’S WHAT DERBY WILL DO

• Persist in heavy, compacted, poorly drained areas where traffic is not intense
• Tolerates a wide range of soil types from heavy clay to sandy
• Retains its deep green color during chilly Southern winters
• Germinates in less than a week under ideal conditions
• Thrives when cut to 3/16, 1 inch or 1 1/2 inches
• Mixes nicely with fine fescues and bluegrass

A Product of:

INTERNATIONAL SEEDS, INC.

P.O. Box 168, Halsey, Oregon 97348
Telephone (503) 369-2251 • TWX 510/590-0765
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2,4-D from page 52

peated. Reproductive studies were done intensively and an EPA advisory report said that it could show no effective levels that are higher than human exposure. These are justifiable things. It’s impossible to prove a negative, that 2,4-D is not harmful. Studies can’t always define every situation. You have to study the benefits of continued use to see if they outweigh any contradictory evidence. I’d rather see any contradictory evidence. I’d rather see if they outweigh any contradictory evidence. I’d rather see the old experience that is proven more than something newer, not as well tested. The city parks department has been using 2,4-D for 25 years without complaint.

WTT: Do you think medical evidence may show that the child (Zachary) was affected by the spraying of 2,4-D?

RGH: There’s no reason to believe this. It is generally accepted that the applicator is the most likely person to be the most exposed. No correlation has been observed previously of this type of symptom. Nothing in scientific literature lends credibility to the father’s claim. The doctor claimed the child had a history of these types of seizures. A neurologist testified at the hearings that there was no correlation between the child’s history and 2,4-D. It occurred in an uncontrolled situation; there is no way to control the circumstances. The family hasn’t given medical evidence to confirm or deny the accusations. All you have to go by is the parent’s opinion that this seizure had to do with the use across the street at the park.

WTT: What do you think will happen to this issue in the future?

RGH: I have no idea. In this city because of liberal politics, the tendency for an emotional reaction that’s traditionally taken place — anything is possible. The health director wanted stoppage of the use of all herbicides. This wasn’t based on any data, but on his own emotional concerns. He didn’t talk to anyone about herbicide chemistry.

Nationwide, many people and organizations are trying to stop the use of any type of pesticides. They wish to go back to organic farming, and are anti-technology. Many are very well meaning. It is their privilege to have these beliefs. Based on these feelings, their basic philosophy is to raise the 2,4-D question in every town hall, county commission, and school hall — to get the word “herbicide” in the press as much as possible to raise the excitement of the public.

I believe logic will prevail; decisions will be made on scientific review and analysis. I sure hope this is the case. Otherwise, the future of the country is in trouble. There’s no guarantee that there won’t be some discovery of a hazard with 2,4-D or anything. Who knows what will come along? I hope whatever happens is based on scientific review, not on emotional, unscientific data.

WTT

Here’s a smart reason to support NMC in 1981: 1982.
Toro creates the ultimate low pressure, large radius Pop-Up.

“Matched Precipitation” nozzles at 1.3, 2.5 or 5.0 gpm.

Adjustable arc: 45°-315° and full circle.

The nozzle pops up a full 2” to get above tall grasses.

Strong, stainless steel spring for positive, dependable retraction.

Gear-driven rotary with adjustable radius up to 50’.

Utilizes proven Toro gear drive for reliability. And it’s permanently sealed and lubricated to help assure smooth performance.

Works at pressures as low as 25 psi.

Riser seal helps keep out sand and debris.

Our new Toro Super 600 certainly lives up to its name: it’s versatile, reliable and economical. And it’s specially-designed to pass sand and silt right through it.

The Super 600 is also so remarkably compact, it’s a breeze to install.

The New Toro Super 600
$1995*

*Manufacturer's suggested list price subject to local dealer option.

We've re-invented irrigation, from the ground up.

TORO
Irrigation Division
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service and grounds maintenance. Among the speakers were Dr. Roy Goss of Washington State University, who talked about "Fertility Programs and Other Methods of Annual Bluegrass Management," and Dr. Win Hock of Pennsylvania State University, who discussed "Pesticide Spills." On the last morning, there was a third session—a disease and insect identification workshop.

At a business meeting, Mark Yoder was elected president and Dick Warner became president-elect. Tom Baker was elected vice president, and Gary Rasor is the new treasurer.

The Banquet Guest Speaker was Wayne Woodrow “Woody” Hayes, who served for 28 years as head football coach at Ohio State University. Hayes reviewed the history of Ohio State football, which he related to political history, concluding "That's the way the ball bounces."

The “Man of the Year” Award for Professional Excellence was presented to Wilbur Waters. He recently retired as superintendent of Inverness Golf Club in Sylvania, Ohio, and had been associated with the golf course business for 54 years.

CONFERENCE
Maryland turf group meets in Baltimore

Some 600 people attended the Maryland Turfgrass Council's Educational Conference & Trade Show at the new Baltimore Convention Center in Baltimore, Maryland, on January 5-7.

Several out-of-state speakers delivered talks, including Dr. Harry Niemczyk of the Ohio Agricultural Research and Development Center, whose subject was the absorption of insecticides by thatch. He told how to control chinch bugs and billbugs with one application of insecticides during the spring.

Two speakers discussed the severe drought and practical ways to conserve water. Dr. Jack Butler of Colorado State University talked about managing water with limited quantity and quality. Dr. Al Dudeck of the University of Florida spoke on water management problems and related research in Florida.

Dr. Tom Watschke of Pennsylvania State University covered the subject of growth regulators for turfgrass, including their current use and the potential for in-depth research at the university.

Mr. J. M. Malone of J. M. Malone & Sons talked about aquatic vegetation and control with a hybrid white amur. This fish, a type of carp developed by breeding, controls weeds and cannot reproduce. Thus, it does not stifle native species, and efforts are being made to legalize its use.

PARKS
Park Service halts use of 2,4-D

The National Park Service is suspending the use of the herbicide 2,4-D in its 325 parks and recreation areas.

A park spokesman said that the action stems from pressure from environmental groups, which claim adverse reaction to the weed killer. Dow Chemical, a major manufacturer of 2,4-D, says that in 30 years of marketing there has been "absolutely no problem associated with the chemical." EPA in its study of the chemical has said the evidence of adverse health effects is inconclusive and they have no plans to ban it.

LEGISLATION
Congress extends mower deadline

Congress has granted mower manufacturers a six-month extension to comply with the Consumer Product Safety Commission safety standard for walk-behinds. The action delays the effective date to June 30, 1982.

The extension is part of the CPSC appropriations measure, which is part of a larger bill including the Department of Housing & Urban Development. It was proposed by Rep. Lawrence Coughlin (R-Pa.), ranking minority member of the House appropriations subcommittee, and strongly supported by Sen. William Proxmire (D-Wisc.), chairman of the Senate subcommittee.

PUBLICATION
Free copies available of restoration news

Free copies of the first issue of Restoration News are available to W3&T subscribers. The newsletter will be published in bi-monthly issues and will report special events, workshops, and conferences in the field of restoration.
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The grass is greener on the Enkamat side.

Enkamat® webbing is a 3-dimensional nylon turf reinforcer. Placed just below the surface, it will keep turfgrass and/or appropriate vegetation in place, protect it against tearing, and in most cases prolong the playing season.

The Rose Bowl installed 20,000 square feet in March 1980, and reported excellent results, even after an extensive soccer season. The Wellington Landing Strip and numerous high schools also installed Enkamat webbing with great success.

Enkamat helps scarred turfgrass heal itself by protecting against compaction and divoting, promoting a strong root system. Because Enkamat provides a more resilient footing than both unprotected grass and topicial synthetic matting, it tends to reduce the types of injuries suffered on artificial turf.

Enkamat works. In the stadiums of the Orange Bowl and New Mexico State. On the tees and greens and cartpaths of this country's more prestigious golf courses. On athletic fields, polo grounds, parks and soccer fields.

You'll call it the greening of America. But the real name is Enkamat.

For more information, call Tom Mascaro (305) 893-6449 at Turfibre Products, P.O. Box 610366, North Miami, Florida 33161.
ACCUtrol
Surfactant.

VEGATROL
DPD-AMINE

VEGATROL
DPD-ESTER

BANVEL® XG
A 10% dry formulation for spot treatments.

BANVEL® 520
Oil soluble combination of Banvel and 2,4-D for dormant, basal and low-oil applications.

BANVEL® 720
Water soluble formulation of Banvel and 2,4-D. Aquatics clearance in some states.

BANVEL® 4-W.S.
A 4-lb. dicamba formulation.
Banvel Industrial Herbicides...

Just what the Industrial Vegetation Control Specialists ordered.

Economy. Efficacy. Environmentally sound. That's what these industrial vegetation control specialists said they wanted in brush and broadleaf weed control herbicides. So we offered them a complete line of Banvel industrial products. Here's what they had to say...

Robert J. Gates, chief of field operations, Southwest Florida Water Management District.

Robert Gates and the Water Management District have been using Banvel Industrial Herbicides for over five years: "Alligator weed and pennywort are real problems in navigation work. We control 'em with Banvel 720. We also maintain our recharge areas, and it works beautifully there, too. Banvel 720 works on hardwoods and softwoods, where 2,4-D would only be effective on one species. The favorable ecological impact is another important reason for using Banvel 720. Without the Banvel, we would have some serious problems."

John (Jack) Bogle, President of the R. H. Bogle Company, Alexandria, Virginia.

The R. H. Bogle Company has been a pioneer in the control of brush along railroads: "We've been using Banvel products for the last six or seven years. Today, we're using Banvel 720 as a general brush killer. Also to spot treat woody plants, such as pines. Banvel 720 also has an aquatic label in eleven southern states. So it gives us the flexibility to spray along ditches. And it's at least as good, if not a little better on price with other herbicides. For mixed brush control, Banvel 720 is highly efficient."

M. L. Bugh, landscape architect, Indiana State Highway Commission, maintenance division.

M. L. Bugh has worked closely with Purdue University to develop a strong, affordable weed control program for Indiana highways. He's been specifying Banvel 720 and Banvel 4-W.S. since 1975: "Economy is a major factor when we consider a weed control program. But we look as much at performance as at cost. Banvel 720 combines the best of both. Two applications of Banvel look like four of 2,4-D. And, applied the right way, Banvel is as safe to the environment as any other chemical we've used."

These industrial vegetation control specialists get all they ask for with the Banvel line of products. Shouldn't you? Contact your Velsicol salesman and see how Banvel industrial herbicides can work for you.

Velsicol Chemical Corporation
World Headquarters • 341 East Ohio Street
Chicago, Illinois 60611

Velsicol is an operating company of Northwest Industries, Inc.
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tion and Management Notes, a new publication from the University of Wisconsin-Madison Arboretum, will be available to interested persons on request.

The publication, to be made up mostly of short notices dealing with the techniques and principles of restoring and managing communities of native plants and animals, is intended to encourage communication between researchers, managers, naturalists, landowners, and others involved in the active conservation of natural and semi-natural areas.

To obtain a copy, contact WR Jordan, III, The University of Wisconsin-Madison Arboretum, 1207 Seminole Highway, Madison, WI 53711, 608/263-7888.

---

PLANTS

Perlite Institute offers plant guide

The Perlite Institute has announced publication of a two-page plant guide for the use of lime on plants susceptible to fluoride.

The guide, prepared by Dr. Raymond Sheldrake, states that when limestone is added to a soil mix, the amount of fluoride in the plant leaves and soil solution decreases. Copies of Perlite Plant Guide Number 1 may be obtained from Perlite Institute, Inc., 45 West 45 Street, New York, NY 10036.

---

Golf Show from page 8

Kurtz, and plant selection for the golf course by Dow Garden horticulturist Douglas Chapman. The United States Golf Association program on the final day discussed balancing quality with economy on the golf course.

One of the highlights of the research session was Dr. Noel Jackson's tracking of the turf disease Ophiobolus patch in the East. More cases are being reported in that area, especially with Penncross bentgrass. Bluegrass and ryegrass tend to move in where bentgrass has been weakened by the disease. The disease causes patches up to five feet in diameter after a few years of no control. Jackson said pH and moisture control and use of another bentgrass can help curb the spread of the disease. The disease was first noticed in turf in the Pacific Northwest where it is commonly found on cereal crops.

Dr. Houston Couch compared the phytotoxic conditions of the various systemic fungicides for turf. Couch warned that these compounds can accumulate in the soil and reach harmful levels. Common bluegrass and ryegrass are least sensitive to damage by systemic fungicides. Bentgrasses and Merion Kentucky bluegrass have exhibited higher susceptibility to damage.

Dr. Bob Kneebone from the University of Arizona provided a comprehensive study of turf water needs. Although subirrigation reduces evaporative loss it does not provide the necessary leaching out of salts required in many dry areas. Kneebone said evaporation rates can be reduced by changes in cutting height and texture, increasing infiltration rates of the soil, and se-